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Image Scanning Microscopy (ISM), as suggested by Sheppard et Al [1] and first realized by
Müller & Enderlein [2], changed the paradigm for Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
(CLSM) image acquisition by achieving super-concentration of light with supreme Signal-toNoise (SNR)[3]. ISM is superior in resolution when compared to CLSM at equivalent SNRlevels. By introducing a 32-channel GaAsP-PMT array and sampling 1.25AU of the systemPSF the ISM principle can be used for fast-live cell-imaging [4]. The commonly described
reconstruction by photon reassignment does not possess any optical sectioning capability,
even though each of the raw data channels clearly does.
An algorithm description of 2D scan data from 3D samples which achieves good resolution
and section is still missing to our knowledge. Here we compare several reconstruction
approaches to ISM-datasets including those of the commercial AiryScan reconstruction based
on the same raw data. Even though multi-view iterative Maximum likelihood deconvolution
yields a superior reconstruction, the additional quality gain by using more than 5-7 views in
the reconstruction becomes negligible and computationally overly expensive. Finally, we
describe a method which reconstructs a 3D-stack („thick slice“) – even though only a 2Dslice was acquired – with the aim to present only the in-focus slice of this thick slice
reconstruction to the user. [5]
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